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The Star Wars Moleskine Saga continues in 2014. The weekly planner has a silkscreen print of the

Star Wars character on the cover. The Weekly Notebook has: a black cover, with themed graphics

and details; custom flyleaves and endpapers. The week on the left, a ruled page on the right.

Includes limited edition stickers.Specifications: - Layout: Week on the left, ruled page on the right.-

Date Range: Jan 2015 - Dec 2015- Dimensions: 3-1/2" x 5-1/2"- Hard cover with elastic closure and

bookmark ribbon.- Color: Black- Pages: 144- Expandable pocket includes limited edition stickers.-

Paper Weight: 70 gsm/47 lb.; FSC Certified Paper; Acid-Free (pH Neutral)

Series: Moleskine Star Wars

Calendar: 144 pages

Publisher: Moleskine; Limited edition (May 20, 2014)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 8867323318

ISBN-13: 978-8867323319

Product Dimensions:  3.6 x 0.4 x 5.6 inches

Shipping Weight: 4 ounces

Average Customer Review:  4.6 out of 5 starsÂ Â See all reviewsÂ (18 customer reviews)

Best Sellers Rank: #826,485 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #75 inÂ Books > Calendars >

Science Fiction & Fantasy   #393 inÂ Books > Calendars > Movies

This is my first Moleskine product. I ordered this in December 2014, so I could have something nice

to start planning my new year with. It arrived right on time!I was surprised by how small it was, but

that's my fault for not researching properly beforehand. 3.5 in x 5.5 in is about as big as my hand.

The paper quality also wasn't as fantastic as I expected it to be, since I've always heard people

raving about Moleskines. I currently write on it with Staedler Triplus and Pilot G2 pens and they

bleed/ghost through. Personally, I'm okay with that, but it'd be nice if the paper was a bit thicker.My

favorite things about the planner:- The cover is very sturdy and doesn't bend easily. It's slightly

bigger than the pages so they protect them when I'm taking the planner in and out of my bag. I'm

very careful with it because I like to keep my journals looking nice, but I feel like the cover could put

up with a lot of abuse!- Clean and neat design.- My FAVORITE thing about the planner is that extra

lined page. Weekly section on the right, blank page on the right. I use the right page to plan out my



next week and write reminders. It's very useful for me because I forget everything. In all the other

planners I've looked at, none of them have an entire blank page, and if they do, they're not as clean

and neatly designed.- Love the flyleaf/endpaper pictures.- Nice little pocket at the back end of the

planner to put receipts or little pieces of paper in.Overall, I'm very happy with the Moleskine weekly

planner. I gave it four stars because of the paper quality but besides that, I'm most likely going to

get another one for next year. Probably the bigger one. Sometimes I can't wait until this year's over

so I can see what kind of cool limited edition ones they'll have!

Love my Moleskine products and this one is the best. The calendar pages leave plenty of room to

leave notes each day and a whole page on the opposite side to write even more stuff down. The

ribbon place marker makes it easy to find what date you are on. The cover is nice and rigid and

keeps it's form even as I keep it in my cargo pants pocket all day.

I like this. Got it for a Stocking stuffer for my boyfriend who is a huge fan. I should have paid

attention to the size listed. I assumed this was the size of a small book and actually it is pocket size

thats my fault I did not read it. The cost of this smaller one seems a bit high for me. I had been

looking at the larger ones made by the same company and they were just a couple of dollars more.

Its a good size for notes, but not for a busy person with lots to keep up with.

When my wife needed a planner and I wanted to find the right one for a holiday stocking stuffer it

was the best one for what she likes and for the price

Very disappointed to find that it didn't come with an 'Address book' as per previous year but price

was not adjusted.

For this as a Christmas gift for my husband. He loves it. Perfect size, not too big, not too small.

Excellent design and incorporation of Ralph McQuarrie's (RIP) work. Would by 10 times over.

Thumbs up, excellent condition, you should get one for yourself
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